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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this project was to identify large numbers of Arabidopsis genes with essential functions

during seed development. More than 120,000 T-DNA insertion lines were generated following Agrobacter-
ium-mediated transformation. Transgenic plants were screened for defective seeds and putative mutants
were subjected to detailed analysis in subsequent generations. Plasmid rescue and TAIL-PCR were used
to recover plant sequences flanking insertion sites in tagged mutants. More than 4200 mutants with a
wide range of seed phenotypes were identified. Over 1700 of these mutants were analyzed in detail. The
350 tagged embryo-defective (emb) mutants identified to date represent a significant advance toward
saturation mutagenesis of EMB genes in Arabidopsis. Plant sequences adjacent to T-DNA borders in
mutants with confirmed insertion sites were used to map genome locations and establish tentative identities
for 167 EMB genes with diverse biological functions. The frequency of duplicate mutant alleles recovered
is consistent with a relatively small number of essential (EMB) genes with nonredundant functions during
seed development. Other functions critical to seed development in Arabidopsis may be protected from
deleterious mutations by extensive genome duplications.

SEED development has become a popular subject for normal embryogenesis (Jurgens et al. 1994). Included
genetic analysis because it plays a critical role in the among the many published mutants are examples of

life cycle of flowering plants (Meinke 1995; Laux and defects in growth, morphogenesis, cell division, cell dif-
Jurgens 1997; Mordhorst et al. 1997). Many genes ferentiation, and pattern formation (Meinke 1994;
must be expressed as the zygote divides in a regulated Yadegari et al. 1994). Some of these embryo mutants
manner, completes morphogenesis, and differentiates are allelic to mutants known in other labs for their
into a mature embryo capable of surviving desiccation aberrations in vegetative development (Conklin et al.
and producing a viable plant. Arabidopsis thaliana has 1999; Lukowitz et al. 2001). Others are identical to
long been used as a model system for mutant analysis pattern mutants isolated elsewhere at the seedling stage
of seed development (Meinke and Sussex 1979). Hun- (Jurgens et al. 1994). A few mutants appear to be weak
dreds of embryo-defective (emb) mutants have been alleles of female gametophytic factors (Springer et al.
identified and used to address fundamental questions 1995). The common feature is that embryo develop-
in plant biology. These recessive mutants have been ment becomes abnormal after fertilization and before
recovered either by screening immature siliques for ab- germination.
normal seeds (Meinke 1994) or by screening at the Genetic analysis of seed development has progressed
seedling stage for defects indicative of a disruption of in recent years from descriptions of mutant phenotypes

to identification of mutant genes. Emphasis for gene
isolation has been placed on collections of insertion
mutants (Feldmann 1991; Bouchez et al. 1993). SeveralCorresponding author: David Meinke, Department of Botany, 104 Life

Sciences East, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK 74078. labs have participated in screens for T-DNA mutants
E-mail: meinke@okstate.edu defective in embryogenesis (Castle et al. 1993; Yade-
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reporter gene driven by the LAT52 pollen-specific promotermade in methods for map-based cloning (Lukowitz et
(Eyal et al. 1995). This vector was transformed into qrt/qrtal. 2000). The result has been significant advances in
plants (Preuss et al. 1994) to facilitate segregation analysis in

the number of EMB genes identified. Examples include pollen for related projects. Vectors were electroporated into
mutants defective in transcription factors and associated disarmed Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain C58 cIrif containing

the helper plasmid pMP90RK (Koncz and Schell 1986). Col-proteins (Aida et al. 1997; Grossniklaus et al. 1998;
onies with the inserted binary vector were selected on LuriaHardtke and Berleth 1998; Li and Thomas 1998;
plates supplemented with carbenicillin (100 �g/ml) and ri-Lotan et al. 1998; Luerssen et al. 1998), metabolic en-
fampicin (400 �g/ml). Single colonies were transferred to

zymes (Patton et al. 1998; Lukowitz et al. 2001), trans- 5-ml liquid cultures of Luria broth with antibiotics (Sigma, St.
port and trafficking proteins (Lukowitz et al. 1996; Louis) and grown overnight at 28� with shaking. The entire
Assaad et al. 2001), factors required for replication and culture was then transferred to 500 ml of fresh medium and

grown to OD600 � 2.translation (Springer et al. 1995; Tsugeki et al. 1996;
Transformed plants were generated with the vacuum infil-Zhang and Somerville 1997; Uwer et al. 1998), and

tration method (Bechtold and Pelletier 1998) with modi-proteins with other essential functions (Albert et al. fications (Patton et al. 1996) and with the floral dip method
1999; Jang et al. 2000; Schrick et al. 2000; Boisson et (Clough and Bent 1998). Transformation efficiency ranged
al. 2001). from 1 to 3% of progeny seeds. Optimal results were obtained

with the dip method. Flowering plants were submerged up toWe describe here the results of a large-scale project
the basal rosette for 10–30 sec in 500 ml of 10 mm MgCl2 anddesigned to saturate for T-DNA tagged mutants defec-
0.01% Silwet L-77 (Lehle) containing Agrobacterium cellstive in seed development. A companion article (Budzis- from a 500-ml overnight culture. These plants were then sub-

zewski et al. 2001) presents a similar analysis of genes jected to the same treatment again 5 days later. Seeds from
required for seedling development. Together these arti- these plants were bulk harvested at maturity. Transformants

carrying the pPCVICEn4HPT vector were selected on agarcles represent a coordinated effort to establish a large
plates supplemented with Murashige and Skoog (1962) saltscollection of insertion mutants defective in genes with
and 25 �g/ml hygromycin B (Sigma). All other transformantsessential functions during plant growth and develop-
were selected in soil by spraying seedlings with 240 �g/ml

ment. Such knockouts of essential genes will be an im- glufosinate ammonium (BASTA; Hoechst, Frankfurt, Ger-
portant component of international efforts to build many) in 0.005% Silwet L-77. Bulk seeds were mixed with
upon the Arabidopsis Genome Initiative (2000) and filtered sand and spread over the soil surface with a salt shaker

to a final density of 40 seeds/cm to allow for optimal selection.determine the biological function of every gene in Ara-
Seedlings were sprayed three times over a 2-week period withbidopsis before the end of the decade (Somerville and
a Preval disposable paint applicator (Precision Valve, Yonkers,Dangl 2000). NY) and once after transplantation to Aratrays. Immature
siliques of resistant transplants were examined under a dis-
secting microscope for defective seeds. Mature siliques wereMATERIALS AND METHODS harvested from individual plants that appeared to be heterozy-
gous for a seed mutation.Plant maintenance: T-DNA insertion lines were generated

Genetic analysis: Ratios of resistant to sensitive (R :S) seed-in the Columbia (COL) and Wassilewskija (WS) ecotypes of
lings were obtained for each mutant by plating 50 matureA. thaliana. Plants used for transformation experiments were
seeds (T2 or occasionally T3 generation) on each of two 100 �grown in soil (Super Fine Germinating Mix; Conrad Fafard,
15-mm petri plates containing the inorganic salts of Mura-Agawam, MA), watered from below once a week and main-
shige and Skoog (1962), 3% glucose, 0.8% (w/v) purifiedtained under fluorescent lights at 22� � 4� with 50% relative
agar, and either 30 mg/liter hygromycin (Sigma) or 50 mg/humidity and 16-hr light/8-hr dark cycles. Transgenic (T1)
liter glufosinate ammonium (Crescent Chemical, Hauppauge,plants screened for mutant phenotypes at Syngenta were
NY). Seeds were surface sterilized as described by Errampalligrown in Aratrays (Lehle Seeds, Round Rock, TX) and covered
et al. (1991) and transferred to specified locations on the agarwith Aracons (Lehle) at bolting to minimize cross-pollination.
surface using sterile forceps. Plates were stored at 4� for 2Lines chosen for genetic analysis at Oklahoma State University
days to improve germination rates and then placed beneathwere grown in pots containing a mixture of vermiculite, soil,
fluorescent lights and maintained under the same environ-and sand (Heath et al. 1986) and placed in a growth room
mental conditions described above for plants grown in pots.at 24� � 2� under fluorescent lights on 16 hr light/8 hr dark
Seedlings were scored for resistance 10–14 days after plating.cycles. Plants were watered daily from below with a fertilizer
Resistant seedlings selected for transplantation were removedsolution (Peters 15-16-17; Scotts, Chicago, IL). Heterozygous
from agar plates with fine forceps, transferred to soil, andplants were identified by screening immature siliques for the
covered with plastic for 2 days to maintain high humidity.presence of 25% defective seeds following self-pollination
Seedling mortality was �5% with this method. The number(Meinke 1994).
of resistant seedlings transplanted per transgenic line de-Plant transformation: A number of binary transformation
pended on the R :S ratio observed: 36 plants for a low ratiovectors were used in this study. Initial populations were gener-
line (�5:1) where tagging status could be resolved and 27ated with activation tagging vectors pPCVICEn4HPT (Hay-
plants for moderate ratio lines (5–25:1) where 10 heterozygousashi et al. 1992) and pSKI015 (Weigel et al. 2000) containing
transplants were identified and mature seeds harvested. Mu-multiple enhancers in the right border and plasmid rescue
tants from parental lines with low R:S ratios were classified aselements for subsequent recovery of flanking sequences. Be-
tagged if no wild-type plants were identified among survivingcause this project did not emphasize the creation of gain-
transplants, possibly tagged if one to three wild types wereof-function mutations, most insertion lines were made with
found, and not tagged if four or more wild types were encoun-simple T-DNA vectors (pCSA104, pDAP101, pCSA110) with a
tered. Mature T3 seeds were harvested as individual siliquesBASTA-resistance gene, plasmid rescue element, and minimal
from at least two heterozygotes per mutant and bulk harvestedborders designed for production of gene knockouts. The

pCSA110 vector contained an additional fragment with a GUS from the remaining heterozygotes to provide sufficient seed
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TABLE 1

Oligonucleotide sequences for TAIL-PCR

Name Sequence 5� → 3� Utility

LB1a GCC TTT TCA GAA ATG GAT AAA TAG CCT TGC TTC C 1� TAIL
LB2a GCT TCC TAT TAT ATC TTC CCA AAT TAC CAA TAC A 2� TAIL
LB3a TAG CAT CTG AAT TTC ATA ACC AAT CTC GAT ACA C 3� TAIL, sequencing
RB1b ATT AGG CAC CCC AGG CTT TAC ACT TTA TG 1� TAIL
RB2b GTA TGT TGT GTG GAA TTG TGA GCG GAT AAC 2� TAIL
RB3b TAA CAA TTT CAC ACA GGA AAC AGC TAT GAC 3� TAIL, sequencing
QRB1c CAA ACT AGG ATA AAT TAT CGC GCG CGG TGT CA 1� TAIL
QRB2c GGT GTC ATC TAT GTT ACT AGA TCG GGA ATT GA 2� TAIL
QRB3c CGC CAT GGC ATA TGC TAG CAT GCA TAA TTC 3� TAIL, sequencing
SKI1d AAT TGG TAA TTA CTC TTT CTT TTC CTC CAT ATT GA 1� TAIL
SKI2d ATA TTG ACC ATC ATA CTC ATT GCT GAT CCA T 2� TAIL
SKI3d TGA TCC ATG TAG ATT TCC CGG ACA TGA A 3� TAIL, sequencing
AD1ae TGW GNA GSA NCA SAG A TAIL-PCR, TAIL2K
AD1f NTC GAS TWT SGW GTT TAIL-PCR, TAIL2K
AD2f NGT CGA SWG ANA WGA A TAIL-PCR, TAIL2K
AD2g AGW GNA GWA NCA WAG G TAIL-PCR, TAIL2K
AD3f WGT GNA GWA NCA NAG A TAIL-PCR, TAIL2K
AD5h STT GNT AST NCT NTG C TAIL-PCR, TAIL2K

a For left border region of pCSA104, pCSA110, and pDAP101.
b For right border region of pCSA104 and pDAP101.
c For right border region of pCSA110.
d For left border region of pPCVICEn4HPT and pSKI015.
e A modified AD1 as compared to Liu and Whittier (1995).
f Liu et al. (1995).
g Liu and Whittier (1995).
h Tsugeki et al. (1996).

stocks for subsequent analysis. Plant tissue from tagged mu- picillin, plasmid DNA was isolated using QIAGEN (Valencia,
CA) or Promega (Madison, WI) kits, and selected clones weretants was frozen in liquid nitrogen, stored at 	80�, and sent

to Syngenta on dry ice for molecular analysis. analyzed by restriction digestion and sequencing.
Thermal asymmetric interlaced PCR: Most border se-Phenotypic analysis: Mutants were placed into broad pheno-

typic classes on the basis of terminal seed phenotypes observed quences were recovered in a high-throughput manner using a
modified thermal asymmetric interlaced (TAIL)-PCR protocolunder a dissecting microscope (Meinke 1994). This was first

done with primary transformants and later confirmed by analy- (Liu et al. 1995). DNA from lyophilized plant tissue was ob-
tained using the Puregene DNA isolation kit (Gentra Systems,sis of progeny plants. Mutant seeds that lacked a visible embryo

were classified as zygotic (very small seed) or preglobular Minneapolis) with the following modifications. After resuspen-
sion of the DNA pellet in hydration buffer, samples were(intermediate seed size) even when a globular embryo was

later found with Nomarski optics (Meinke 1994). Mutants treated with RNase I, incubated at 37� for 30 min, extracted
with phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:24:1), and ex-classified as globular contained a spherical arrested embryo

that was visible upon dissection; transition mutants produced tracted again with chloroform:isoamyl alcohol. DNA was pre-
cipitated with 0.1 volume 3 m sodium acetate, pH 5.2, anda range of globular, triangular, and heart-shaped embryos; and

cotyledon mutants contained embryos with more advanced an equal volume of isopropyl alcohol. Samples were then
centrifuged at 20,000 � g for 5 min, and the pellet was rinsedcotyledons. The remaining emb mutants were classified as vari-

able (wide range of seed sizes and embryo stages) or other with 70% ethanol, air dried, resuspended in TE buffer at
pH 8.0, and analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. Several(unusual features not found in standard classes). Seeds with

a glassy appearance characteristic of titan mutants (Liu and modifications were made in the TAIL-PCR method of Liu et
al. (1995). The amount of genomic DNA was reduced to 1Meinke 1998) were examined further with Nomarski optics.

Pigment mutants without defects in seed morphogenesis were ng per primary reaction; T-DNA-specific primers with a higher
Tm were designed (Table 1); and the tertiary reaction volumeclassified as albino (extensive loss of seed pigmentation), pale

mature (moderate loss of seed pigmentation), or fusca (inap- was reduced to 50 �l. With PE 9600 thermocyclers (Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA), reaction mixes were held on icepropriate accumulation of anthocyanin). All genetic and phe-

notypic data were assembled into an Access (Microsoft, Red- until the block warmed to 30�. When MJ Research (Waltham,
MA) Tetrad DNA Engines were used, a 2-min hold at 4� wasmond, WA) database designed to facilitate data tracking.

Plasmid rescue: During the initial phase of this project, added to the beginning of the program and reactions were
placed on the thermocycler block during this refrigeratedplasmid rescue was used to recover border sequences flanking

T-DNA inserts (Feldmann 1992). Genomic plant DNA (�1 dwell. The slow ramp program step used with these machines
was 0.2�/sec to 72�.�g) isolated according to Reiter et al. (1992) was digested

with restriction enzyme (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA) To improve the efficiency of TAIL-PCR, an abbreviated pro-
tocol (TAIL2K) was developed where the secondary and ter-and resulting fragments were ligated and electroporated into

Escherichia coli cells (XL-1 Blue; Stratagene) using standard tiary reactions were replaced with a single 40-�l reaction sub-
jected to modified cycling conditions. Initial linear amplificationprotocols. Resistant colonies were selected on 100 �g/ml am-
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TABLE 2

Summary of insertional mutagenesis project

Project objective Results to date

T-DNA insertion lines screened 
120,000
Putative seed mutants identified 
4,200
Putative seed mutants analyzed 2,131
Confirmed emb mutants 1,501
Confirmed pigment mutants 204
Tagged emb mutants 354
Tagged pigment mutants 48

with the secondary T-DNA primer was carried out for 5 cycles
(94�, 10 sec; 64�, 1 min; 72�, 2.5 min), followed by 15 “super”
cycles (94�, 10 sec; 64�, 1 min; 72�, 2.5 min; 94�, 10 sec; 64�,
1 min; 72�, 2.5 min; 94�, 10 sec; 44�, 1 min; 72�, 2.5 min).
Reactions were then subjected to a low annealing temperature
PCR for 5 cycles (94�, 10 sec; 44�, 1 min; 72�, 3 min). A final
extension at 72� for 5 min was followed by a hold at 4�. The
MJ Research thermocycler was utilized in the calculated tem-
perature control method to execute cycling to emulate the

Figure 1.—Identification of tagged mutants defective inPE9600.
seed development.Twelve parallel TAIL-PCR reaction sets were performed on

DNA recovered from each tagged mutant. Six degenerate
(AD) primers (Table 1) were used in combination with two
sets of specific primers, one set for each T-DNA border. A imperfect repeat characteristic of right and left borders. Mu-
5-�l sample of each completed TAIL-PCR reaction was sub- tants that failed this abnormal second border rescue were set
jected to electrophoresis on a 2% agarose gel. Successful TAIL- aside.
PCR reactions (10 �l) were incubated at 37� for 1 hr with 2 Border sequence analysis:Sequence trace files for each tagged
units of exonuclease I (United States Biochemicals, Cleveland) mutant were imported into a mutant-specific Sequencher pro-
and 0.5 units of shrimp alkaline phosphatase (United States ject (Gene Codes, Ann Arbor, MI). Trace files were typically
Biochemicals) added in 2 �l of 1� PCR buffer, followed by a examined for overall quality and manually trimmed. Consen-
10-min 70� heat inactivation step. The treated reaction mixture sus sequences assembled from multiple PCR products were
was used as template for direct DNA sequencing (ABI Prism then compared with the Arabidopsis genome using BLAST
377) with Big Dye terminator chemistry (Applied Biosystems), (Altschul et al. 1997). All sequence information was entered
using the tertiary border primer. into a work prioritization database where border recovery

Border confirmation and second border rescue: Borders status was tracked.
recovered through plasmid rescue were confirmed using
Southern blots probed with PCR products generated from
Arabidopsis sequences near the insertion point. The presence

RESULTSof a polymorphic hybridizing band with DNA from heterozy-
gous plants was used as evidence that a legitimate border had

Identification of mutants: The results of our effortsbeen identified. With borders isolated through TAIL-PCR,
to saturate the genome with seed mutations are summa-insertion points identified by BLAST (Altschul et al. 1997)
rized in Table 2. More than 120,000 independent inser-comparison to Arabidopsis genomic sequence were confirmed

by direct PCR, using a genome-specific primer (GSP) located tion lines were generated and siliques of resistant trans-
100–500 bases from the insertion site (oriented toward the plants were screened for defective seeds. This strategy
insertion) in combination with the secondary or tertiary made more efficient use of growth space than screeningT-DNA primer (Table 1). All GSPs were designed as pairs

sibling plants in the next generation. Of the 4200 puta-flanking an insertion point. Each GSP was then paired with
tive seed mutants identified through our initial screen,the appropriate border primer in confirmation reactions, us-

ing DNA from heterozygous plants. A wild-type reaction with �70% were defective in embryo morphology and the
GSPs alone was run as a control. When TAIL-PCR failed to remainder were altered in seed pigmentation. The fre-
recover both sides of an insertion, two additional GSPs more quency of embryo defectives identified (2.5% of linesdistant (�2 and 5 kb) from the insertion site and pointing

screened) was similar to that reported with smaller pop-toward the expected second border were designed. Long PCR
ulations (Castle et al. 1993; Devic et al. 1996). To esti-conditions (Advantage 2; Clontech, Palo Alto, CA) were then

employed following the manufacturer’s directions. Seven PCR mate the degree of saturation achieved, we first exam-
reactions were performed using appropriate pairs of genomic ined segregation of the selectable marker in several
and T-DNA border primers. When this method failed, distant hundred lines chosen at random. The results indicated
GSPs were paired with internal T-DNA primers designed at

that T1 plants averaged 1.5 insertion sites and that the1-kb intervals in both orientations across the entire T-DNA.
entire population contained at least 180,000 indepen-Any borders recovered with this approach were classified as

abnormal because they lacked the expected 24-bp T-DNA dent insertions.
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TABLE 3

Expected response of seedlings on selection medium

%
Total Mutant Unlinked Ratio R :S EMB/EMB
insertsa tagged insertsb seedlingsc transplantsd

1 Yes 0 2 0
2 Yes 1 11 27
3 Yes 2 47 32
1 No 1 3 33
2 No 2 15 33
3 No 3 63 33

Parental (T1) lines are assumed to be heterozygous for an
emb mutation that prevents survival of homozygotes.

Figure 2.—Distribution of parental R :S ratios for 229a Number of functional insertion sites in parental line.
tagged mutants (black bars) and 487 untagged mutants (grayb Unlinked relative to EMB locus.
bars) from the low ratio class indicative of a single site ofc Expected ratio of resistant to sensitive seedlings on selec-
T-DNA insertion. For each mutant, ratios were calculated fortion medium.
100 seedlings on selection medium and rounded to the nearestd Percentage of resistant (T2) transplants that should appear
0.5 for this graph. Results include both embryo-defective andwild type.
seed pigment mutants.

Genetic characterization of mutants: The strategy de-
without the second insert. Analysis was usually termi-veloped for high-throughput genetic analysis of mutants
nated if the desired subfamily with a low R :S ratio wasrecovered from this screen is outlined in Figure 1. Dur-
not identified. Mutants with high ratios indicative ofing the first phase of the project, T2 seeds from each
multiple insertion sites required more extensive workputative mutant were planted in soil and grown to matu-
to resolve tagging status and were not usually examinedrity to confirm the presence of a seed phenotype and
further.then plated on selection medium to estimate the num-

More than 2100 putative seed mutants identifiedber of unlinked insertion sites and resolve tagging status.
through the initial screen of parental lines were sub-To maximize throughput in later phases of the project,
jected to genetic analysis using this approach. Includedwe eliminated screening of T2 plants in soil except when
in this collection were 1501 emb and 204 pigment mu-seed was limited. Tagging status was resolved by trans-
tants with confirmed seed phenotypes, �20 mutantsplanting resistant seedlings from putative mutants with
with defects seen only after germination, and �220 puta-a low R :S ratio indicative of a single insertion site and
tive mutants from high-ratio lines where seed pheno-screening the resulting plants for defective seeds. Ex-
types were not confirmed because resistant seedlingspected responses of tagged and untagged mutants are
were not transplanted. Another 220 lines with no appar-summarized in Table 3. Mutants with T-DNA inserts
ent phenotype were found, most of them early in thelinked to the mutation were expected to give intermedi-
project before screening of parental (T1) transplantsate results. Tagged mutants with a single functional insert
had been perfected. Forty lines segregating for two dif-should produce only heterozygous (emb/EMB) transplants
ferent seed mutations were also encountered. Half ofbecause wild-type (EMB/EMB) seedlings lack the resis-
these lines carried two different embryo defectives. Mosttance (T-DNA) marker associated with the mutation
of the others had one pigment mutation and one em-and are eliminated during selection.
bryo defective. As shown in Table 4, approximately one-The difference between R :S ratios expected for tagged
half of the confirmed mutants contained a single inser-and untagged mutants could not be used to resolve tag-
tion site on the basis of genetic data, another 20–30%ging status given the small number of seedlings scored.
appeared to contain two unlinked insertions, and theThis is illustrated in Figure 2 with a histogram of ratios
remainder gave high ratios indicative of multiple inser-obtained for a large collection of mutants recovered
tion sites. The proportion of mutants assigned to eachfrom lines with a low R :S ratio. Although the average

ratio for tagged mutants (2.2 � 1.2) was lower than that ratio class was consistent between embryo defectives and
pigment mutants.for untagged mutants (3.0 � 1.0), consistent with results

predicted from Table 3, there was sufficient overlap to The tagging status of 
1000 confirmed seed mutants
has been resolved to date (Table 5). This includes 
90%require analysis of transplants to resolve tagging status.

Resistant seedlings from mutants with a moderate ratio of the mutants recovered from parental lines with one
or two insertion sites. A total of 354 tagged mutants defec-indicative of two unlinked insertion sites were also trans-

planted to soil but in this case progeny seeds from 10 tive in embryo development and another 48 tagged mu-
tants altered in seed pigmentation have been identifiedheterozygotes were plated again to identify subfamilies
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TABLE 5TABLE 4

Parental R:S ratios of seed mutants analyzed Tagging status of seed mutants with different
parental R :S ratios

% embryo % pigment
Classa R :S Insertsb defectivesc,e mutantsd,e Not Possibly

Classa Tagged tagged taggedb Unresolved Total
S 0 0 1 1
L 0.1–5 1 52 51 S 0 11c 0 0 11
M 5.1–15 2 24 21 L 227 487 16 13 743
MH 15.1–25 2–3 11 8 M 100 155 12 60 327
H 25.1–99 3 8 9 MH 28 54 4 48 134
R 100 3� 4 10 H 3 1 0 115 119

R 0 2 0 68 70
a Based on the ratio of resistant to sensitive T2 seedlings on Total 358 710 32 304 1404

selection medium: all sensitive (S), low (L), moderate (M),
moderately high (MH), high (H), and all resistant (R). Numbers represent confirmed mutants assigned to each

b Estimated number of functional T-DNA insertion sites ratio class. Some mutants were not assigned because T2 seed
based on genetic data. was limited and R :S ratios were determined in subsequent

c Calculated for 1219 emb mutants. generations.
d Calculated for 143 pigment mutants. a Ratio of resistant to sensitive plants as defined in Table 4.
e Some mutants were not assigned to a parental ratio class b Genetic evidence inconclusive; rare wild-type transplants

because T2 seed was limited and R :S ratios were determined found.
in subsequent generations. c Some of these mutants may be tagged with a nonfunctional

insert.

(Table 2). This represents a significant advance when what earlier stages because many T-DNA insertions are
compared to past studies (Castle et al. 1993; Yadegari likely to be null alleles (Krysan et al. 1999). The results
et al. 1994; Devic et al. 1996). Ratios were calculated for as illustrated in Table 6 do not support this conclusion.
�450,000 seedlings on selection plates and 
30,000 The distributions of phenotypic classes for tagged mu-
resistant transplants were screened for defective seeds. tants were not significantly different from those observed
Most of the unresolved mutants contained multiple in- with the entire collection.
sertion sites. The number of untagged mutants identi- Recovery of border sequences: A classification system
fied was about twice the number of tagged mutants. The was devised to summarize the status of border sequence
frequency of tagged mutants (�35% of total mutants identification for tagged mutants. The number of mu-
resolved) was independent of the initial number of in- tants assigned to each class is shown in Table 7. Class
sertion sites. In other words, tagged mutants were identi- A mutants had sequence information from both sides
fied from parental lines with one and two insertion sites of the insert and were therefore assigned the highest
at about the same frequency. The tagging status of some confidence level for gene identification. Most of the
mutants classified as possibly tagged was resolved by com- class B mutants, with sequence data from only one side
paring border sequences obtained from heterozygous of the insert, were assumed to have a truncated or re-
and sibling wild-type transplants. arranged insert that interfered with recovery of the sec-

Phenotypic characterization of mutants: Terminal phe- ond border. Although preliminary gene assignments
notypes of mutant embryos were first noted for parental for many of these mutants are likely to be correct, the
(T1) plants and then later confirmed in subsequent gen- presence of an extended deletion adjacent to an aber-
erations. A simple classification system based on seed rant border could in some cases remove a linked gene
size and embryo morphology as viewed through a dis- responsible for the mutant phenotype. Mutants assigned
secting microscope was used to assign mutants to pheno- to this class have therefore been excluded from the
typic classes. Detailed examination of cleared seeds with functional analyses described later. Class Cs mutants
Nomarski optics was reserved for mutants with excep- had sequence information from both sides of the insert
tional defects and mutants with glassy seeds indicative but appeared to contain a deletion that spanned several
of a titan phenotype (Liu and Meinke 1998; McElver adjacent genes. These mutants could nevertheless be
et al. 2000). The distribution of terminal phenotypes included with Class A/B mutants on the physical map
observed (Table 6) was similar to that reported for other because the phenotype was associated with a defined
mutant collections (Castle et al. 1993). The large num- chromosomal locus. Class C mutants had sequence data
ber of tagged mutants identified here made it possible from two or more linked borders, indicative of chromo-
to compare terminal phenotypes of tagged mutants to somal rearrangements or multiple linked inserts. Mu-
those of the entire collection. If most mutants with phe- tants with even more complex patterns of unlinked in-
notypes extending beyond the globular stage were weak sertion sites were assigned to Class D. Some of these
alleles of genes required at early stages of development, mutants could with further work be resolved and up-

graded.then tagged mutants should on average arrest at some-
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TABLE 7TABLE 6

Terminal phenotypes of seed mutants analyzed Summary of border sequence identification

Mutant No. of Sequenced% total % tagged
Phenotypic class mutants mutants class mutants borders Border sequence identity

A 129 2 Single gene region identifiedEmbryo defectives (1501 total; 354 tagged)
Zygotic 2 2 B 51 1 Single gene region identified

Cs 11 2 Deletion of adjacent genesZygotic/preglobular 3 2
Preglobular 20 19 C 27 �2 Linked sites, not adjacent

D 56 �2 Unresolved, conflicting dataPreglobular/globular 6 6
Globular 30 35 P 71 �1 Molecular analysis pending

F 8 0 Border rescue failedTransition 13 16
Cotyledon 16 12
Variable 8 7
Other 2 1

tions and the presence or absence of localized genomeTotal 100 100
duplications remains to be determined.

Pigment mutants (204 total; 48 tagged) Identification of target genes: Predicted functions ofFusca 5 8
the 12 EMB genes noted in Table 8 are listed in TableAlbino 52 56
10. Included are a variety of metabolic enzymes; chro-Pale mature 43 36
mosome scaffold proteins; enzymes required for proteinTotal 100 100
synthesis, folding, and turnover; and proteins of un-
known function. The remaining gene identities will be
disclosed through a National Science Foundation-funded

Border sequence assignments: The process of as- 2010 project designed to facilitate the identification and
signing border sequences to a specific genomic locus is analysis of essential genes in Arabidopsis. Project deliv-
illustrated in Table 8. Results are presented for 12 class erables include synthesized information on 300 EMB
A mutants representative of the collection. In each case, and 75 seed pigment genes; duplicate mutant alleles
consensus flanking sequences from both sides of the for many of these genes identified through a combina-
insert matched the same locus. The next most homolo- tion of forward and reverse genetics; distribution quanti-
gous locus differed enough in sequence to allow con- ties of mutant seeds available to the community; infor-
firmation that the correct gene had been identified. mation on gene expression patterns, mutant phenotypes,
Rare mismatches between consensus border sequences and related sequences; and a database accessed via the
and the corresponding genomic locus were not unex- internet. Target gene identities for most of the class A,
pected given the high throughput nature of the project. B, and Cs mutants described here will be made public
Mutants where such a definitive genome assignment according to the schedule presented on the project web
could not be made were set aside for further analysis. page (http://www.seedgenes.org).

Distribution of target genes: One hundred and Duplicate mutant alleles: Included in the collection
ninety-one tagged mutants with sequenced insertions at of 191 class A, B, and Cs mutants presented here are
a single chromosomal location were chosen for detailed 146 genes disrupted once, 20 genes represented by two
analysis. These mutants were from classes A, B, and Cs mutant alleles, and 1 gene with five separate alleles.
as defined above. The 167 EMB genes disrupted in these This �8-kb gene has been identified before (A. Ray,
191 mutants are distributed throughout the genome. personal communication) and is known as SUS1
The number of target genes identified on each chromo- (Schwartz et al. 1994), SIN1 (Ray et al. 1996), and
some (Table 9) is proportional to the amount of DNA CAF1 (Jacobsen et al. 1999). Other published genes
present and the total number of predicted genes (Ara- found here include FUS6 (Castle and Meinke 1994),
bidopsis Genome Initiative 2000). A sequence-based EDD (Uwer et al. 1998), RSW1 (Arioli et al. 1998), SLP
physical map of EMB genes identified to date is shown (Apuya et al. 2001), KEULE (Assaad et al. 2001), and
in Figure 3. Results are shown for genes represented by RML1/CAD2 (Vernoux et al. 2000). The BIO1 gene
a single mutant allele (left line of each chromosome inferred from biochemical analysis (Shellhammer and
set) and more than one mutant allele (right line). The Meinke 1990) and molecular complementation (Pat-
distribution of target genes along the length of each ton et al. 1996) of mutant embryos was also recovered.
chromosome appears to be random with the exception The frequency of duplicate mutant alleles identified is
of centromeric regions, which are known to contain a similar to that described for another collection of mu-
lower density of genes. The combined results of genetic tants examined in detail (Franzmann et al. 1995). Seed
(Franzmann et al. 1995) and physical maps support the mutations in that project were mapped relative to visible
conclusion that EMB genes are dispersed throughout markers and complementation tests were performed

between mutants that mapped to similar regions of thethe genome. The relationship between these gene loca-
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TABLE 8

Examples of border sequence assignments to genome locations

Consensus Genome sequence identity
Line Insert sequence
no.a Accession no.b positionc lengthd Best matche Next matchf

14986 AP000410 51816 631 538/549 20/20
54505 690 572/572 22/23

55132 AL138650 15928 761 645/645 19/19
15953 773 643/643 22/22

29862 AL162295 54121 496 421/423 20/20
54134 765 683/687 20/20

01917 AL161565 9010 1479 1299/1344 56/61
9011 1771 743/746 261/282

16713 AB023039 46037 1031 894/903 86/104
46227 673 624/626 27/28

36172 AB011482 51071 739 641/644 19/19
51981 738 645/648 26/28

29863 AC025417 103077 660 528/550 21/22
103096 388 309/314 18/18

00978 AC016972 58221 634 589/589 18/18
58301 425 394/394 63/68

18048 AC006439 66380 624 486/488 25/26
66394 606 416/419 18/18

18247 AC007290 6171 666 517/519 18/18
6194 238 153/156 19/19

21157 AC006929 60173 338 231/232 21/21
60189 601 521/523 29/32

07724 AC002387 65413 483 391/391 128/132
65432 726 640/642 110/113

a Reference number for mutant in Syngenta collection.
b Contains best border sequence match and provides framework for insertion site coordinates.
c Coordinate numbers decrease from insertion site for first border and increase from insertion site for second

border.
d Edited sequence from TAIL-PCR products, plasmid rescue inserts, adaptor or direct PCR products, or some

combination thereof. Differs from number of bases in best match, identified from BLAST output, due to
presence of vector sequences at product ends.

e Number of sequence identities with the assigned locus/number of bases identified from BLAST output.
f Number of sequence identities with a separate locus/number of bases identified as next best sequence

match.

genome. In both of these studies, the occurrence of leles was indeed larger than the average (2.0 � 1.5 kb)
reported for the entire genome (Arabidopsis Genomeduplicate mutant alleles is consistent with the presence

of �500–750 target genes essential for seed develop- Initiative 2000). This is consistent with the accepted
conclusion that large genes are more frequent targetsment. Table 11 compares the results obtained here with

those expected for a genome containing 500–1000 tar- for T-DNA insertion than small genes (Krysan et al.
1999). We were more surprised to find that EMB genesget EMB genes with equal rates of mutation. Although

this method has obvious limitations (Franzmann et al. (class A) represented by a single mutant allele were also
somewhat larger than average (2.9 � 2.1 kb). This suggests1995) related to differences in gene size and susceptibil-

ity to T-DNA disruption, the results obtained support that forward genetic screens for seed mutants have to date
favored the identification of somewhat larger than averagethe conclusion that a rather small number of Arabi-

dopsis genes are readily disrupted by mutation to give genes and may have missed knockouts in many small
genes with essential functions during seed development.a seed phenotype.

One issue that could be addressed for the first time Estimates of target EMB gene numbers in Arabidopsis
may therefore need to be increased somewhat as addi-with this large collection of tagged mutants was whether

EMB genes disrupted by T-DNA insertion were larger tional data are obtained from saturation mutagenesis
and reverse genetic experiments. Whether essentialthan average. Our analysis revealed that the average size

(4.4 � 2.6 kb) of the predicted genomic coding region genes are larger or smaller on average than other Arabi-
dopsis genes also remains to be resolved.for 21 EMB genes represented by duplicate mutant al-
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TABLE 9 Functional diversity of genes identified: All EMB se-
quences were searched against the GenBank nonredun-Chromosomal distribution of tagged EMB genes
dant peptide, nucleotide, EST, and SwissProt databases
using the default BLAST 2.0 algorithm. A cutoff ofEMB %

Predicted % genes total Chi �1e	25 expected value was used for a positive match.
Chromosome genesa total identified EMB squareb

With small proteins that could not reach this level with
a perfect match, a 70% amino acid identity threshold1 6,543 25.7 48 28.7 0.8
was used. Detailed analyses were performed on 110 EMB2 4,036 15.8 22 13.2 0.9

3 5,220 20.5 29 17.4 1.0 genes (class A) with confirmed insertion sites. Forty-six
4 3,825 15.0 21 12.6 0.8 of these (42%) could not be assigned to a functional
5 5,874 23.0 47 28.1 2.5 class, consistent with percentages observed for the entire
Total 25,498 100.0 167 100.0 —

genome (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000). The
Genes represented by mutants with single insertion site are remaining 64 proteins spanned a wide range of func-

as defined in text. tional classes, from metabolism (15), cell growth (8),
a Number of genes predicted by the Arabidopsis Genome transcription (17), translation (9), and protein fate (11)Initiative (2000).

to protein transport and traffic (2) and plant defenseb Distribution of EMB genes is not significantly different
(2). On the basis of TargetP analysis (Emanuelsson etfrom that expected based on the total number of predicted

genes on each chromosome. al. 2000), 
25% of the 110 EMB proteins included in
this study appear to be targeted to chloroplasts. This is
about twice the percentage expected on the basis of

Figure 3.—Localization of 167 EMB genes
on a sequence-based physical map of Arabi-
dopsis. Each bar represents a tagged gene iden-
tified from a collection of 191 mutants (classes
A, B, and Cs) with a single locus of insertion.
Genes disrupted once in this collection are
shown on the left line of each chromosome
set. Those represented by multiple mutant al-
leles are shown at right. Long bars designate
sequenced Arabidopsis Genome Initiative
(AGI) clones containing 2 different EMB
genes. Thick bars represent EMB genes on
linked clones. Open rectangles correspond to
centromeric regions as defined by genetic anal-
ysis (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000).
Numbers indicate the estimated length of each
chromosome in megabases. The line for each
chromosome has been extended 0.5 Mb be-
yond the telomere to facilitate visualization of
gene locations. Nucleolar organizer regions lo-
cated on chromosomes 2 and 4 are not shown.
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TABLE 10

Examples of essential genes identified

Line no. Locus symbol BAC location AGI name Predicted protein product

14986 TTN6 K10D20.17 At3g20625 Iso-T deubiquitinating enzyme
55132 TTN8 T5N23.30 At3g54670 SMC1 cohesin
29862 TTN1 T4C21.150 At3g60740 Tubulin folding cofactor D
01917 EMB1027 T25K17.110 At4g26300 Arginyl-tRNA synthetase
16713 EMB1276 MIF21.12 At5g48230 Acetyl-CoA C-acetyltransferase
36172 BIO1 MUA2.17 At5g57590 7-KAP: DAP aminotransferase
29863 EMB1586 T12C24.30 At1g12770 DEAD/DEAH box helicase
00978 TTN4 F23N20.18 At1g71190 Unknown protein
18048 TTN5 T30D6.10 At2g18390 ARL2 GTPase
18247 TTN7 F20F1.4 At2g27170 SMC3 cohesin
21157 SLP T1E2.8 At2g28000 Chaperonin-60
07724 EMB1067 F4L23.16 At2g45330 Unknown protein

DISCUSSIONgenome-wide predictions. In contrast, the proportion of
EMB proteins predicted to be associated with secretory Assigning functions to all 26,000 Arabidopsis genes
pathways is lower than expected. is a monumental task that will require complementary

Most EMB proteins with assigned functions have ap- research strategies and extensive multinational coordi-
parent homologs in other organisms. In contrast, most nation. Part of this effort must be devoted to characteriz-
EMB proteins with uncertain functions are plant-specific ing gene expression patterns and validating biochemical
based on the BLAST criteria described. Six of these functions of protein products within the plant cell. A
proteins have to date been identified only in Arabi- second critical component will be to determine the bio-
dopsis. Another two unassigned proteins are found only logical significance of each gene product and its rele-
in plants and bacteria; one appears to be localized to vance to plant growth and development. This will re-
chloroplasts and the other to mitochondria. About one- quire forward genetics and saturation mutagenesis on
half of the unassigned proteins contain at least one a genomics level. When gene functions are not redun-
PROSITE (Hofmann et al. 1999) or Pfam (Bateman et dant, this objective can be met by determining which
al. 2000) motif that could with further analysis provide gene disruptions result in a mutant phenotype.
some insight into protein function. The other one-half We describe here an efficient system for identifying
may require more detailed experimentation before pre-

large numbers of genes with essential and nonredun-
dictions of protein function can be made.

dant functions during seed development. More than
120,000 T-DNA insertion lines were screened for defects

TABLE 11 in seed development, 4200 seed mutants with a wide
range of defects were identified, 1705 confirmed mu-Number of EMB genes represented by �1 mutant alleles
tants were analyzed in detail, 354 tagged embryo-defec-
tive mutants and 48 tagged pigment mutants were recov-Predicteda Predicted

Mutant Syngenta Franzmann et al. ered, 24 examples of duplicate alleles were discovered,
alleles populationb 500 1000 populationc 500 1000

and 167 EMB genes with confirmed insertion sites were
1 146 132 158 95 100 115 placed on the physical map. Related efforts to identify
2 20 25 15 11 13 7 genes required for seedling development are described
3 0 3 1 4 1 0 in a companion article (Budziszewski et al. 2001). When
4 0 0 0 0 0 0

combined with results from other laboratories working5 1 0 0 0 0 0
at different stages of the life cycle, these projects should

a Observed and expected number of genes disrupted once, help to identify the full complement of essential Arabi-
twice, and three or more times in collections of 191 mutants dopsis genes and define the minimal gene set required
(Syngenta) and 129 mutants (Franzmann et al. 1995). Predic-

to produce a flowering plant.tions assume that all genes mutate at equal frequency (Franz-
One question that needs to be addressed is whethermann et al. 1995) and that either 500 or 1000 target EMB

genes are present in the genome. mutants defective in essential genes should by definition
b Limited to class A, B, and Cs mutants as defined in the (a) fail to complete the life cycle, (b) exhibit an obvious

text. phenotype, or (c) display any phenotype from dramaticc Mutants were mapped relative to visible markers and dupli-
to subtle. We believe the first definition is too narrowcate alleles were identified through complementation tests

(Franzmann et al. 1995). and dependent on growth conditions whereas the third
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definition is too broad and requires that a variety of and multiple crosses when working with lethals. The
identification of duplicate mutant alleles will thereforemethods be used to search for minor defects. We have

therefore chosen the second definition of an essential play an important role both in assessing the degree of
saturation and confirming gene identities inferred fromgene for this project—one that is needed for normal

growth and development and gives rise to a visible phe- the analysis of a single allele. These additional alleles
should come from two major sources: forward geneticnotype when disrupted. We believe that this definition

represents an effective standard for dealing with a di- screens where the same gene has been disrupted more
than once and reverse genetic analysis where an attemptverse collection of plant genes. A distinction must also

be made between essential genes, which are amenable has been made to find another T-DNA insertion within
to analysis with knockouts because their functions and the same gene. The public availability of research facili-
expression patterns are not duplicated elsewhere in the ties designed to expedite reverse genetics in Arabidopsis
genome, and essential functions, some of which are (Krysan et al. 1999) should reduce the effort required
encoded by redundant gene families. The essential to confirm most of the target genes found in this project.
genes described in this report therefore represent a Biological activities of genes reported here extend
subset of the minimal gene set required to fulfill every across a broad spectrum of protein functions and cellu-
function required for seed development. Alternative lar compartments. This is not surprising in light of the
strategies will be needed in the future to determine the many biochemical functions required to make a differ-
consequences of disrupting groups of genes with related entiated plant embryo from a heterotrophic zygote.
and/or overlapping functions. Many genes known to be essential for growth in other

Considerable progress has already been made in the organisms nevertheless remain to be identified. The
identification of essential genes in Saccharomyces (Winze- probable explanations are that saturation has not been
ler et al. 1999; Tohe and Oguchi 2000) and Caenorhab- achieved and that redundancy (genomic and biochemi-
ditis (Fraser et al. 2000; Gonczy et al. 2000). The system- cal) has compensated for the loss of many gene prod-
atic approach used to analyze the yeast genome cannot ucts. Detailed comparison of EMB gene locations rela-
be duplicated with Arabidopsis at present because effi- tive to known genome duplications may provide further
cient systems of homologous recombination and gene insights into why the loss of certain gene products is
replacement are not available. The RNA interference tolerated whereas disruption of others interferes with
methods used to dissect gene function in Caenorhab- normal seed development. Some interesting trends are
ditis (Fraser et al. 2000) show promise with plant sys- already beginning to emerge. The large number of EMB
tems (Chuang and Meyerowitz 2000; Mette et al. proteins predicted to be targeted to chloroplasts, for exam-
2000) but may be more difficult to exploit given the ple, is consistent with the conclusion that loss of chloro-
presence of extensive gene duplications. The best ap- plast function results in embryonic lethality whereas
proach available at present is therefore to screen large disruption of photosynthetic function alters seed pigmen-
collections of insertion lines for mutant phenotypes and tation but not morphogenesis. Proteins required for
accumulate information on essential genes associated transcription, translation, and protein destination also
with a disruption of normal growth and development. appear to be more common in the present collection

Several different classes of seed mutants must be in- than across the whole genome, whereas those involved
cluded to meet this objective: gametophytic mutants with intracellular traffic and signaling are underrepre-
where gene expression occurs before fertilization but sented. The abundance of plant-specific proteins with
also affects seed development (Springer et al. 1995); unclassified functions suggests that plants have diverged
embryo defectives characterized by abnormal morphol- from other major groups of organisms with respect to
ogy (Meinke 1994); seed pigment mutants with normal some essential gene functions. Making sense of these
morphology but altered pigmentation (Norris et al. functions within a cellular, organismal, and evolutionary
1995); high chlorophyll fluorescence mutants (Meurer context, as stated in Arabidopsis community objectives
et al. 1996); and other types of mutants with biochemical for the coming decade, will require much more detailed
defects that exhibit a cellular phenotype without alter- analysis and experimental confirmation in the years
ing seed morphology or pigmentation. We chose to ahead.
focus on embryo defectives and a limited number of

This was a large-scale project that involved many dedicated individu-pigment mutants for this study. Additional examples of
als at both Syngenta and Oklahoma State University. For assistance

mutants with pigment defects that become apparent with plating, screening, and plant maintenance at OSU, we thank
before and after germination are described by Budzis- (from past to present) Linda Franzmann, Forrest Bath, Amy Davis,

Jennifer Stanfield, Julie Guertin, James Stanfield, Mike Rumbaugh,zewski et al. (2001).
Justin Rineer, Jia Qian Wu, Dylan Jackson, Ryan Bobsein, StevenSaturating the Arabidopsis genome with mutations
Hutchens, Joel Davis, Cathy Sonleitner, Julie Aylward, Stephanie Blo-affecting seed development presents a significant chal-
chowiak, Laura Meinke, Thomas Showalter, Anna Schissel, Shkelzen

lenge because of the large number of target genes in- Shabani, and Audrey Martinez. For assistance with transformation,
volved. Confirmation of gene identities through molec- screening, and plant maintenance at Syngenta, we thank Karin Nelson,

Ernie Madhavan, Jill Dunn, Eddie Cates, Lisa Davis, Katie Stokes,ular complementation also requires considerable effort
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sion of seed-specific promoters in Arabidopsis embryo-defectiveCaroline Durkin, and Amy Gregowski. Sharon Potter-Lewis provided
mutants. Plant J. 9: 205–215.the plasmid rescue protocol, Sandy Volrath performed some of the

Emanuelsson, O., H. Nielsen, S. Brunak and G. von Heijne, 2000initial plasmid rescue experiments, Laura Weislo developed TAIL-PCR
Predicting subcellular localization of proteins based on theirprimers for the pSKI015 vector, Ken Phillips and Greg Budziszewski N-terminal amino acid sequence. J. Mol. Biol. 300: 1005–1016.

participated in helpful discussions, and Daphne Preuss provided qrt/ Errampalli, D., D. Patton, L. Castle, L. Mickelson, K. Hansen
qrt seeds and the LAT52:GUS fragment for construction of pCSA110. et al., 1991 Embryonic lethals and T-DNA insertional mutagene-
Special thanks to Eric Ward for guidance during the initial phase of sis in Arabidopsis. Plant Cell 3: 149–157.
this project. Eyal, Y., C. Curie and S. McCormick, 1995 Pollen specificity ele-

ments reside in 30 bp of the proximal promoters of two pollen-
expressed genes. Plant Cell 7: 373–384.

Feldmann, K. A., 1991 T-DNA insertion mutagenesis in Arabidopsis:
mutational spectrum. Plant J. 1: 71–82.
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